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1. SUMMARY

A description is given of the proposed in-house application of
ASSET guidelines for periodic assessments of the Borssele NPP
safety performance, and the definition of management initiatives
to improve this performance.

The periodic assessments will provide a continuation of work
performed by the IAEA ASSET mission of 1993.

The presentation is intended for experience exchange only, and
does not report an authorised or formalised safety review.



2. BACKGROUND OF FOLLOW-UP IN-HOUSE ASSET EVALUATIONS

2.1 PURPOSE OF EVALUATION

The operating organisation of Borssele NPP, NV EPZ, has
implemented an in-house process for feedback of operating
experience, that has been developed and improved upon over the
years. Presently, it is based on the guidelines of WANO for Human
Performance Enhancement (usually known as HPES). This process
includes methods for the detection and analysis of operational
events, especially in the area of human factors, and the
definition of required improvements to prevent recurrences.
For reportable events, according to criteria written in the
Technical Specifications, the results of this in-house evaluation
are formally presented to the regulatory authorities by Licencee
Event Reports (7 reports in 1995).

In 1993, an ASSET review was conducted by the IAEA, and Borssele
staff received additional training in the use of the ASSET
guidelines. However, this did not have an immediate impact on the
existing in-house operating experience feedback process.
The 1993 ASSET review revealed some long-term safety items, which
required extra management attention and for which corrective
measures were taken. The post-ASSET action plan was reviewed by
the regulatory authorities.

It was subsequently decided by the plant's management to use the
ASSET guidelines for follow-up in-house evaluation of safety
items, in order that the effort made for the preparation of the
ASSET review (in training as well as in data collection and
analysis) would not be lost, but that some continued benefit would
exist. A procedure for this follow-up evaluation is now being
developed.

This workshop presentation is intended to verify that the EPZ
approach is consistent with the best practices of other ASSET
users. Its content is exemplary, for purposes of experience .
exchange, and not a complete or authorised review of Borssele NPP
operational performance.

2.1 PROCEDURE OF IN-HOUSE EVALUATIONS

The in-house evaluations will be conducted as follows:

starting from the list of safety items identified by the 1993
ASSET mission, the data base of operational events is screened
for additional significant or repeated safety problems.

- the safety priority of the problems is assessed using
Performance Indicators.

- the root causes of the safety problems are analysed.
- corrective management initiatives are taken in adequate measure

to the priority of the problem.
if the corrective actions have been implemented, the safety
problem is taken off the list.
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3. RESULTS

3.1 DETERMINING THE LIST OF OPEN SAFETY ITEMS

3.1.1 items identified by ASSET

In 1993, the IAEA ASSET team reviewed 648 event reports, all
concerning in-house events of Borssele NPP during 1983-1992.
The report listed 7 (at the time) unsolved safety related
problems. These were identified mainly on basis of their
repetitive appearance. 5 of these items have since been completely
solved, 2 have been addressed but not yet completely corrected.

3.1.2 items found from event analysis

Since 1992, 3 safety significant (INES 1) events have occurred in
Borssele NPP. These have been analysed and resulted in the
identification of 8 safety-relevant problems; of these, 4 have
been solved and 4 are added to the list.

3.1.3 items found from event trending

Annually, a report is produced on the results of the in-house
feedback of experience process; this report contains a review of
repeated operational events. Repeated events, which in themselves
may not be safety significant, can identify unsolved safety
problems. However, the latest review of repeated events did not
indicate safety problems which were not already on the list.

3.1.4 items found by PSA evaluations

One additional source of information could be the living PSA.
Borssele NPP completed a full-scope PSA, which now is available on
a small computer, and is being used to evaluate the impact of
operational events (including planned and unplanned unavailability
of components). On a monthly basis, an assessment is being made of
the increase of theoretical core melt frequency as a result of
non-available components. This assessment can potentially disclose
safety problems resulting from "normal" maintenance and
operational activities. Attachments 1 and 2 demonstrate, that the
combination of planned, and in themselves quite acceptable
component maintenance jobs in the ultimate heat sink (systems
VF/TF) had more impact on the core damage frequency than
reportable operational events.

3.1.5 list of open safety items

Table 1 gives the present version of the list of safety-related
items.
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NUMBER

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SAFETY PROBLEM SOURCE

digital protection breakers had software problems,
spurious activation

incomplete system status verification by operators
prior to plant startup

vendor maintenance documents inadequate for specific
application

incomplete requalification of component after
maintenance

quality of preparation of maintenance work and of
minor modifications

leaks of check valves in connection of safety
injection system to reactor

Combined effect of component unavailabilities in
ultimate heat sink

significant
event
/repeats

significant
event

significant
event

significant
event

ASSET *93
/repeats

ASSET *93

PSA

TABLE 1: UNSOLVED SAFETY ITEMS

3.2 PRIORITY OF THE IDENTIFIED SAFETY PROBLEMS

The list of open safety-related items does not in itself imply a
significant safety problem. The ASSET mission of 1993 introduced
some performance indicators, to evaluate the overall safety
performance of Borssele NPP. These have been updated annually, in
order to detect any adverse trend.

The first indicator concerns the number of reported events
(attachment 3). In 1988, the system of in-house reporting of
events was introduced, and since then the number of safety
significant and not safety significant events has been decreasing
over the years.

The second indicator gives the ratio of INES=O events to INES>1
events (attachment 4). This ratio has been consistently over 90%
since 1987.

The third indicator gives the percentage of safety-relevant events
identified by surveillance activities. This indicator suffers of
statistical scattering due to the low numbers, but indicates an
average of 40-50%.

Collectively, these performance indicators do not show adverse
trends, but indicate a high level of operational safety.
There is no indication of high priority safety concerns. Still,
all known safety items are being addressed.
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3.3 ROOT CAUSES

According to the ASSET guidelines, the causes of the observed
safety problems have been classified and related to the areas
"equipment", "personnel" or "procedure". Within each area, the
root cause is in "quality", "maintenance of quality" or
"surveillance of quality".
Using this doctrine, the assignment of root causes to the
identified safety items is as follows

NUMBER

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SAFETY PROBLEM

digital protection
breakers had
software problems,
spurious activation

incomplete system
status verification
by operators prior
to plant startup

vendor maintenance
documents
inadequate for
specific
application

incomplete
requalification of
component after
maintenance

quality of
preparation of
maintenance work
and of minor
modifications

leaks of check
valves in
connection of
safety injection
system to reactor

Combined effect of
component
unavailabilities in
ultimate heat sink

EQUIPMENT

quality
(qualification
of equipment)

maintenance
(tolerances
have been
decreased,
maintenance no
longer
adequate)

PERSONNEL

maintenance
(proficiency
of personnel
not
adequate)

PROCEDURES

surveillance
(shortcoming
of manuals
not
detected)

quality
(maintenance
documents
not adequate
for specific
application)

maintenance
(inadequate
upkeep of
tagout
procedures)

maintenance
(tagout
planning
systems not
updated to
include
insights)

TABLE 2; CLASSIFICATION OF PROBLEM AREAS AND ROOT CAUSES
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3.4 IMPROVEMENTS

The following remedies are taken or will be taken in order to
correct the root causes:

NUMBER

1

2

3

A

5

6

7

SAFETY PROBLEM

digital protection
breakers had
software problems.
spurious
activation

incomplete system
status
verification by
operators prior to
plant startup

vendor maintenance
documents
inadequate for
specific
application

incomplete
requalification of
component after
maintenance

quality of
preparation of
maintenance work
and of minor
modifications

leaks of check
valves in
connection of
safety injection
system to reactor

Combined effect of
component
unavailabilities
in ultimate heat
sink

ROOT CAUSE

qualification
of equipment

shortcoming of
manuals not
detected

maintenance
documents not
adequate for
specific
application

inadequate
upkeep of
tagout
procedures

proficiency of
personnel not
adequate

tolerances
have been
decreased.
maintenance no
longer
adequate

tagout
planning
systems not
updated for
new insights

CORRECTIVE MEASURE

diversity of qualified
breaker models in separate
trains of safety system

review of all operating
manuals in order to
implement upgraded Technical
Specifications

additional reviews of
maintenance procedures with
respect to engineering
standards and maintenance of
safety equipment

computerised tagout
procedures to be extended
with references to
requalification requirements

additional training of
maintenance and technical
support personnel in
requirements of quality
system for works

modification of components
in order to relax
maintenance tolerances to
more realistic values

upgrade planning procedures
with provisions for
acceptable combined system
unavailabilities

Table 3: corrective actions in preparation

The list of open safety items, and the corrective measures, will
be subject to periodic in-house review by the safety committee.
The regulatory authorities are informed of the in-house process,
but are not involved in the specifics.
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Systeembijdrage niet-beschikbaarheid van veiligheidsfunkties,
door component niet-beschikbaarheid

Functie Hogedruk TJ injectie

Fig. 1.B

Functie Lagedruk TJ injectie

Cur iaa<
Fig. 2.B

Functie Putbedrijf Voedingswater functie

Fig. 3.B Fig. 4.B

Functie snel afkoelen Functie noodstroomnet 1

Fig. 5.B Fig. 6.B
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ATTACHMENT 2 : RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF UNAVAILABILITIES TO TCDF



ATTACHMENT 3: NUMBER OF REPORTED EVENTS (SAFETY RELATED AND
NOT SAFETY RELATED)

100 -,- -

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 19S7 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

year

B Vcilighcids relevant 0Niet veiligheidsrelevant (Out oflNES Scale)

NOTE: before 1988, only events reportable to the safety
authorxties were included in the feedback of experience process

SAFETY ATTRIBUTES

SAFETY ATTRIBUTE

OFF-SITE IMPACT

ON-SITE IMPACT

DEGRADATION OF

DEFENCE IN DEPTH

RADIOACTIVE DOSE

TO PUBLIC

RADIOACTIVITY

RELEASE

RADIOACTIVE DOSE

TO PERSONNEL

CONTAMINATION

DAMAGE TO

REACTOR CORE

INOPERABILITY OF

SAFETY SYSTEMS

OPERATIONAL LIMITS

AND CONDITIONS

DEGRADATION OF

SAFETY PROVISIONS

NumDer
of Events

82-92

0

0

0

0

0

13

74

178

93

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

36

94

0

0

0

0

0

4

2

32

95

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

11

96/6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

Sub-
total

0

0

364

TOTAL

364
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ATTACHMENT 4: RELATIVE NUMBER OF SAFETY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Effectiveness of Prevention of Incidents.

I Verhouding van aantal afwijkingen INES = 0 tot INES > = 0.

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
year
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ATTACHMENT 5: RELATIVE NUMBER OF EVENTS IDENTIFIED BY SURVEILLANCE

Effectiveness of Surveillance
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D Verhouding van afwijkingen gevonden door toezicht t.o.v. totaal aantal ( INES > = 0).
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